Fun With Word Shapes

Complete the activity by writing the correct word in the boxes below.

1. of
2. his
3. could
4. had
5. then
6. them
7. ask
8. were
9. over
10. him
11. her
12. an
13. as
14. then
15. of
16. when
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Fun With Word Shapes

Complete the activity by writing the correct word in the boxes below.

1. ____________________  9. ____________________
2. ____________________  10. ____________________
3. ____________________  11. ____________________
4. ____________________  12. ____________________
5. ____________________  13. ____________________
6. ____________________  14. ____________________
7. ____________________  15. ____________________
8. ____________________  16. ____________________

from  put  by  going
any  take  after  walk
how  every  think  again
know  old  let  may
Fun With Word Shapes

Complete the activity by writing the correct word in the boxes below.

had  how  fly  open
as  every  round  has
then  think  give  live
over  stop  once  thank
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